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The authors used the SP2 and UHSAS measurements of BC mixing states to provide
important observational constraints for model estimates of DRE over the Arctic. This
work provides valuable information to advance the current understanding. I have a few
comments/suggestions.

1. Previous observations (China et al., 2015) have shown a large variety of non-core-
shell BC coating/mixing structures/morphology. Recent modeling studies (e.g., He et
al., 2015, 2016) further indicated a substantial variation (up to a factor of 2) in BC
optical properties by using those different coating/mixing structures/morphology. The
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authors used a core-shell assumption for internally mixed BC, which may lead to some
uncertainty. I suggest including these recent studies and add some discussions on this
coating/mixing structure issue.
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2. Page 3, Lines 13-15: For the authors’ information, a recent study (Qi et al., 2017a)
also used the GEOS-Chem adjoint model to investigate the BC source contributions
to the Arctic, which included most recent BC emissions (e.g., gas flaring, small-fire
biomass burning, anthropogenic). This recent study is a useful reference that can be
cited here.
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3. Section 2.5.1: recent studies (Qi et al., 2017b,c) have improved BC dry and wet
deposition schemes in GEOS-Chem model, which leads to better BC simulations over
the Arctic. The authors did not describe the BC dry and wet deposition scheme used in
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the present study, which are key factors influencing BC simulations. I suggest adding
some descriptions on BC deposition scheme used in the model and also including
some discussions associated with the aforementioned recent improvements.
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